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ABSTRACT
Memory checks detect both hard and soft errors. The application response to these
different error types should differ because hard failures are caused by the circuit itself
while soft errors are caused by some external particles that destroys the data but does
not degrade the circuit functionality.
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Introduction
A strong safety concept requires periodic self-checks of memory and logic to insure that the
microcontroller system is operating correctly. As these checks verify that the memory element can be read
and written, the tests are destructive to the memory contents; often then, these checks are run at ignition
when failures can be checked prior to entering the safety algorithm. For RAM, the values stored in the
memory are constantly changing, and the exact contents of this memory cannot be checked against some
expected/known pattern.
The memory requires some level of duplication for protection, provided that the source of the errors does
not affect both memories in the same way. This duplication of the memory data can be accomplished
through a fully redundant memory, ECC logic for the memory, or parity bits for the memory. Any of these
items which check the memory’s data will detect hard failures as well as soft failures.
In this context hard failures are errors that occur through process defects and/or circuit bugs – hard
failures are repeatable with the correct sequence of actions within the microcontroller. Soft errors occur
through no failure of the circuit or defect but due to an external source that causes the data to change. An
example of a cause of soft errors is high energy atmospheric neutrons. This application report discusses
how to distinguish hard and soft errors in protected RAM.
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Memory Redundancy Types
Checking memory during the application is very valuable, and for non-volatile memory, the contents can
be checked against a checksum or some other fixed reference. However, volatile memory has no fixed
reference and so requires extra circuitry to allow an in-application memory check.
• A redundant memory provides a full map of the exact data. The redundant memory map has a large
penalty in terms of area; it allows an exact identification of every wrong data bit, but it is not possible to
determine which memory map is correct. Redundant memory will never mask a failure and so catches
every failing bit (not caused by a common source). The primary deficiencies in a fully redundant
memory are 1) the inability to correct the failure and 2) a large area penalty.
• Parity adds a parity bit for every n bits of memory; TI uses parity on the peripheral RAM – 1 bit of parity
for every 8-bit word or every 32-bit word. The parity bit is a flag based upon whether the number of 1s
in a word is even or odd. The parity flag is a simple 1-bit redundancy that allows for detection of any
single bit failure; the key point is that any write operation is responsible for calculating and writing a
new polarity flag. So, even though the RAM data is constantly changing, the polarity bit is changing in
a synchronized way for valid write operations.
The parity bit may catch multiple bit corruptions (in a word [1]) though it is only guaranteed to detect a
single bit failure; parity provides detection for a single bit failure but cannot recover the correct data.
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ECC adds several bits for every n bits of memory; TI uses 8 ECC bits for every 64-bit RAM word. With
these ECC bits, any single or double bit error is detected; errors with more than 2 bits incorrect in the
64-bit word are not guaranteed to be detected. If the error is a single-bit error, the ECC can uniquely
detect and correct the failure. Again, the fact that bits are spread along a row [1] has a large benefit in
making the ECC-solution robust.

Difference Between Hard and Soft Errors (and Quasi-Soft Errors)
Checking the memory of the device is intended to find all errors. However, the type of error – hard, soft, or
quasi-soft – will play a large part in the application’s response to the error.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show a latching memory element. In Figure 1, data is driven onto the left port of the
latch (and in SRAM, the complementary data is written onto the right port). The data is latched in the
cross-coupled inverters which store the data until the next time data is written. Figure 2 shows the same
cross-coupled inverters at a transistor-level. This basic scheme is common to SRAM cells and flip-flop
designs.
• A hard error is caused by a real error in the circuit – whether a design bug or a process defect.
Because the hard error is related to a real circuit error, the circuit can be expected to fail repeatedly in
the same manner. As an example, consider a highly resistive contact at the red X in Figure 2. When
Data is driven high (and nData driven low), the latch is fully functional with both inverters driving at full
strength. However, if Data is driven low (and nData driven high), the bottom inverter (driving Data) is
weakened by the resistive contact and if the contact is resistive enough the latch will not hold the low
value.
Table 1. Results of Defect in Figure 2

•

Data

Result

Low

Weakened latching – possibly failing

High

Good

In a soft error, the data is corrupted without any circuit error – in this discussion, a soft error is caused
by a physical particle (e.g. alpha, neutron) passing through a critical volume of the device. The neutron
may break the silicon nucleus into different atomic weight nucleons (spallation). These nucleons move
in different directions, conserving mass-energy and momentum, and the moving, charged nucleons
produce a wake of charge separation. This wake of charge separation may recombine or some of the
separated charge may be captured by an active node of the circuitry.
As an example, consider a neutron interacting with the drain node of the transistor driving Data in
Figure 2 (shown with a green dot). Let one of the spallation nucleons pass through the critical volume
near the drain of the nmos transistor so that the drain can capture some of the separated charge.
– If Data is high and nData is low, then the drain node where the transistor passes through is biased
high while the p-well is biased to ground. Figure 3 shows the voltage difference that can capture
some of the separated negative charge into the drain of the transistor.
This captured charge produces a pulse of current that can flip the voltage of the Data node from
high to low.
Once the Data node flips from high to low, it begins to drive the nData node from low to high.
If the pulse of current lasts long enough to maintain the Data node low until nData is driven high,
the latch has completely flipped and the stored data is lost.
– Conversely, if Data is low and nData is high, then the drain node will be at nearly the same voltage
as the p-well, and there is little voltage difference that can capture some of the separated charge. In
the absence of an external voltage difference, the separated charges will simply recombine.
Table 2. Results of Soft Error in Figure 2
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Data

Result

Low

No voltage difference in affected drain; no data corruption

High

A voltage difference exists between the affected drain and its p-well. The voltage difference draws
electrons into the drain and potentially flips the bit.
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The point of this example is that even though the data has corrupted, the circuitry remains completely
functional. Furthermore, the bit that got affected by the neutron was random and independent of the
functionality of the board or the device.
A quasi-soft error occurs when the data in a circuit is corrupted by external stimuli but that corruption is
repeatable or quasi-repeatable. An example of this type of error is electromagnetic interference. These
types of errors are typically found in a device qualification stage rather than in the field. As such, they are
not addressed in this document.
DATA
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Figure 1. Latching (Memory) Element
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Figure 2. Latching Element at a Transistor Level
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Figure 3. Configuration of Inactive nmos Transistor in an Inverter When pmos is Driving High
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Soft Error Signature
Soft errors, by their nature, are rare occurrences. In the case of thermal neutrons produced from 10B or
alpha particles produced from trace radioactive elements in the device packaging, the quantity of these
unstable elements is controlled in the device manufacturing and packaging. The neutron flux is not
possible to prevent (about 13 neutron per square centimeter per hour in New York City), but fortunately
the likelihood of a neutron interacting with the material it passes through is very small. The following
produces a telltale signature for soft errors:
• Low probability of soft errors in the device
• Random distribution of the errors
In contrast to the soft-error signature, a hard error is localized to the defective circuit.
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Algorithm for Determining Whether the Failure Type is Hard or Soft
The probability of a soft error is very small and the distribution of errors through the RAM array is random.
Because of this failure signature, most devices should pass their entire lifetime without ever seeing a soft
error [2]. Therefore, when a RAM error is detected, the location of the failure(s) should be saved into
RAM. If the same RAM location(s) flips again, then it could be assumed that the failure is due to a
deterministic failure source – either a hard failure or a quasi-soft error.
• On RAM arrays with ECC, single-bit failures [3] can be corrected during a RAM verify algorithm. As the
RAM is read, it can be re-written into the array. Since the ECC corrects the single bit failures, the
re-write corrects any incorrect bit. Any error is flagged, and the failing address should be preserved.
• On RAM arrays with parity, as the RAM is read out, the parity bit is compared to determine if the word
has the correct parity. If a parity error occurs, the RAM must be re-initialized (or perhaps that word can
be re-initialized). In either case, the RAM failing address is preserved.
The preserved RAM failing address should be saved to (EEPROM) memory and compared to any future
RAM failures. The key point is that the failure rate due to soft errors in the RAM is small. While a single
event can cause multiple words to have failures, events are quite rare [3]. This observation sets two
criteria for classifying a RAM failure as hard:
• The RAM arrays experience an unreasonably high number of error events (failures at different times).
These events could occur at different addresses.
• A specific RAM address sees multiple failures.
While a hard failure would likely appear multiple times, a soft error should never reappear.
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Conclusion
Due to the dramatically different failure signatures of a hard error and a soft error, it is generally possible
to distinguish these error types within the application. While soft errors are rare, it makes no sense to fail
the device based upon a soft error. Therefore, a simple strategy of retaining the failing address and
comparing future failures to that address distinguishes hard and soft errors.
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References
1. The RAM’s parity/ECC is based upon the logical word. However, soft errors typically corrupt physically
close cells. Therefore, a RAM array that physically separates logically related bits provides an
increased protection. It is typical to separates bits of the same word by interspersing words along a
RAM row. This interspersing separates bits of the same RAM word. So, in order for a multiple-bit
upsets to corrupt several bits of the same logical word, the upset must extent many bits along a row,
and testing has shown that this failure type is rare. The point is: by separating logically-related bits, the
chances of a single error affecting multiple bits of the same word decreases.
2. Given 1000 – 1500 FIT/Megabit on a device with 48Kbyte of RAM and an operating lifetime of 104
hours, one out of every 175 to 250 devices should be expected to see a RAM bit flip at some point in
their operating lifetime. Obviously, multiple soft-error events on a given device would be quite rare. And
even more rare would be a failure that occurred at the same bit location within the RAM. Since multiple
words of the RAM array are interspersed, a multiple cell upset may create single-bit failures in multiple
words.
3. Since multiple words of the RAM array are interspersed, a multiple cell upset may create single-bit
failures in multiple words.
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